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The place of these important tools for
medical practice, education and re-
search and as aids to the enlighten-
ment of patients is well explained and
fully expressed
The authors have carried out an

excellent, timely and scholarly review
of iatrogenic illness. It is my hope that
they will examine in a subsequent
book such topics as commerciogenic
medical harm (marketing of medi-
cines and infant formula) mediogenic
medical harm (premature proclama-
tion of "breakthroughs" and unbal-
anced scare stories) political medical
harm (subordination of health care to
weaponry, and medical involvement
with torture), and ideological medical
harm (denial of medical care to
women, sanctity of life, abortion,
euthanasia, terminal care).
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Ethical Issues in
Mental Illness
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Caroline Dunn's book places au-
tonomy at the centre of ethical debates
about mental illness and its treatment.
Her account differs from some others
insofar as she is keen to make sure that
the "voice" of mentally ill patients and
their families is heard throughout her
book; and she suggests subtly (and
sometimes not so subtly) that mental
health care professionals frequently
fail both patients and families.
Dunn takes the view that mental ill-

ness is a valid concept, that mental ill-
ness is an illness, and therefore does
not engage with questions of the valid-
ity of the concept. Rather, she goes on
to explore how autonomy may be
affected by mental illness. She per-
ceives the autonomy of the mentally ill
to be restricted insofar as the mentally
ill lack rationality, and she spends
some time discussing what rationality,
or more obviously what irrationality,
might mean. For Dunn, "the ability to
reason" is a crucial aspect of au-
tonomy. It is this lack of the ability to
reason which makes the mentally ill
patient less autonomous.
Dunn then goes on to discuss the

treatment of the mentally ill and is
highly critical of traditional psychiatric
care. She uses excerpts from the writ-
ing of Antonia White and Jimmy Lang
(who was institutionalised from a very
early age for many years in different

types of institutions including penal
ones), and, finally, documents written
by the mother of a person with schizo-
phrenia who later died of a drug over-
dose. She suggests that patients are
treated badly by traditional mental
health care systems because they are
voiceless; and that the voicelessness is
one aspect of the denial of autonomy
by virtue of patients' perceived irra-
tionality. However, she is also critical
of the opposite view, in which the real
disabilities of the mentally ill are not
properly recognised and respect for
patients' autonomy is privileged above
other interests; what she calls "benign
neglect".

I have no doubt that Dunn is right
to address the ethical dilemmas inher-
ent in the assessment and treatment of
patients with mental illnesses in terms
of autonomy and restrictions on au-
tonomy. However, I was sorry not to
see in Dunn's account of autonomy
any mention of the importance of
emotions as being an important aspect
of full rationality. Although traditional
accounts of reason, and the ability to
reason have always excluded experi-
ence of feeling and its expression,
more sophisticated contemporary ac-
counts of rationality concede that per-
sons who have either too little or too
much emotion are also not fully
rational. This argument was hinted at
by Carol Gilligan,' and developed
more fully by Justin Oakley.2 Stimulat-
ing accounts have come from neuro-
scientists such as Anthony Damasio'
who have described cases of people
with decreased capacity for emotion as
a result of their brain damage, who
also appear to have significant deficits
in their capacity to reason. This of
course is highly significant given that
mood disorders (especially depres-
sion) are probably the commonest
mental illness suffered by the general
population of the mentally ill, includ-
ing those with psychotic illness.
Dunn's account of autonomy does

not go on to explore how different
types of mental illness might impair
autonomy and the ability to reason.
She seems to rely heavily on accounts
of patients with psychotic illnesses.
However, these are only a very small
proportion of patients with mental ill-
ness: similarly, she addresses (briefly)
the question of compulsory detention
for the protection of others, not men-
tioning that detained patients are very
much the minority of those who are
treated by mental health care profes-
sionals. The question of how and
when it is justifiable to detain people
on the grounds of mental illness for

the protection of others is an enor-
mously important question of course;
but it is perhaps not the only issue in
relation to mental illness.
Dunn raises an important concern

when she questions the nature of the
relationship between mental health
care professionals and the relatives of
patients with severe and chronic men-
tal illness. In particular she raises the
question of what duties mental health
care professionals might have to such
relatives. I was surprised not to see any
mention of resources in her discus-
sions; Dunn seems to suggest that
most of the limitations of the mental
health care system are a function of
the attitudes of the professionals
involved. Although this is true to some
extent, it must be relevant to the pro-
vision of care that the number of inpa-
tient beds available to mental health
services has fallen by a half in urban
areas like Central London. It is also
well known that there is a lack of con-
sultant psychiatrists and experienced
nurses, so that many mental health
services not only do not have the
resources, but do not have the staff to
offer a proper service either. It seems
to me the other aspect of voiceless-
ness, which Dunn rightly emphasises,
is that the mentally ill are not vote
winners and their needs are easily
ignored.

This might seem like special plead-
ing by a reviewer who is a psychiatrist
and a psychotherapist. But I think it is
misleading to present deficiencies in
mental health care simply as a ques-
tion of professional attitudes. There is
undoubtedly much more to do in the
education and training of all mental
health care professionals; in particular
I would argue that education in
philosophy and ethical reasoning is
crucial because there are so very many
ethical and conceptual dilemmas in
daily clinical practice. I had a sense
that Dunn's heart was in the right
place, but found her account of these
most important issues somewhat cur-
sory. I think there is probably room for
a book which addresses itself solely to
the question of the nature of au-
tonomy and how mental illness im-
pinges upon it, but this is not it. I
found this a rather tantalising book
with a broad base using broad argu-
ments. It had for me a somewhat
empty quality insofar as there was
nothing in the book about the encoun-
ter between two people, which is the
bedrock of the professional-patient
relationship in mental health care. If
Dunn is seriously concerned about the
attitudes of mental health care profes-
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sions, then it might have been interest-
ing for her to find out more about the
feelings and thoughts of those profes-
sionals in relation to their patients; to
try and understand how it is that they
come to have these attitudes which fail
their patients. Otherwise one is forced
into a somewhat adversarial position,
which as Dunn rightly suggests is not a
way to address a complex dilemma.
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A Question of Choice.
Bioethical Reflections
on a Spiritual
Response to the
Technological
Imperative
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This book reports a study set within
the discipline of bioethics which ex-
plored one Australian hospice's re-
sponse to death and dying, using the
post-modern notions of discourse and
power.

Although at first sight the title is a
trifle unwieldy and there is some
repetition in parts of the text, the book
offers a refreshing and timely chal-
lenge to the predominance of the
medical model in care of the dying in
our Westernised society.
The researcher takes up the chal-

lenge of combining post-modern
theory with applied research. Mc-
Grath challenges the traditional bio-
medical model of palliative care with
its physiological, technologised, re-
ductionist approach to death and
dying and resultant bioethical dilem-
mas. She explores an alternative way
of responding to the dying in the form
of the Karuna Hospice Service
(KHS), a Buddhist community-based
hospice organisation situated in Wind-
sor, Brisbane, Australia.

Through non-directive open-ended
interviews with 15 subjects who are or
have been involved with KHS she first
of all describes the different approach
to terminal care offered by KHS, with
its emphasis on patient and family
choice, acceptance of difference, Tao-
ist response to power, "will to care"
and holism.
She describes how a spiritual dis-

course emerged as one of the most
important differences between the
KHS and mainstream medicine. This
discourse was central to KHS's differ-
ence and became the main focus of the
research. In sharp contrast to the bio-
medical discourse with its emphasis
on power, status, profit and income,
the spiritual discourse or "gentle spir-
ituality" was described as providing
"the discursive space and a subjectiv-
ity which creates, supports and at-
tracts spiritual ways of seeing and act-
ing which can offer some resistance to
the dehumanising aspects of biomedi-
cine's demands" (page 164). McGrath
describes how this spiritual discourse
not only accounted for the KHS's dif-
ference but allowed it to: maintain its
vision and values in spite of pressure
from external organisations; be effec-
tive in attracting like-minded individu-
als, and resist mainstream bureaucra-
tisation and professionalism both at
organisational level and at the grass
roots level of patient care.
The author acknowledges that the

findings of the study are not generalis-
able and that the service provided by
KHS is not suited to everyone. She
simply offers KHS as an alternative
approach to caring for the dying.
The researcher goes on to explore

the implications of her research for
bioethics. She addresses two main
bioethical issues: the question of how
to respond to increasing bioethical
dilemmas arising from medicalised
"high-tech" responses to death and
dying; and rationalism and how this
influences our perception of end-of-
life issues and bioethical debate.
McGrath holds that bioethical di-

lemmas, such as the right to refuse
treatment and when to cease artificial
life support, arise directly from a
medicalised technologised response to
care of the dying. She challenges the
assumption that biomedicine is the
only way to respond to death and
dying, offering the KHS response as a
refreshing alternative.
She criticises the discipline of prin-

ciplism (ie "disciplined reflection on
moral intuitions and moral choices"),'
as too theoretical and unrealistic and
for ignoring issues ofhuman emotions

and power. She takes this criticism
further, choosing to explore other
ways of arriving at ethical insights
using post-modern notions of dis-
course, power and subjectivity. She
steps out of the biomedical discourse
completely and into KHS holistic
spiritual discourse, which she presents
as one example of an alternative
response to the dying, and which, she
claims, avoids many of the problems
that biomedical reflection tries to
address. Instead of applying principles
to ethical dilemmas, the KHS re-
sponds at a deeper level, choosing to:
empower individuals and their loved
ones by encouraging autonomous
choice; engage ethically with the indi-
vidual; serve others, and accept and
support the individual in a non-
judgmental manner.

In the final chapter the author
points out the dearth of research on
spirituality in health care. She ac-
knowledges the difficulty in investigat-
ing this topic and holds that to do so
using scientific epistemologies which
are based in the physical sciences is
inadequate. She expresses the need for
an "expanded science" and presents
the post-modern approach she
adopted as one example of an "ex-
panded science".2
The book will be more easily

digested by those with a knowledge
and understanding of post-modern
theory, although for those with a less
detailed knowledge an adequate de-
scription is given, with useful summa-
ries, in most chapters. The book is for
all those with an interest in and/or
involved in caring for the dying. It
should especially be welcomed by
professionals working in hospices. In
particular the book should be read by
professionals caring for the dying in
hospitals or nursing homes, for whom
it should present a special challenge.
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